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j Projekttitel

i Ultraljud fenomen i oförstörande stålprovning vid temperaturcrrrådet
700-a50°C

Rapporttitei Uppträdande hos elektromagnetiska ultraljudgivars för skjuvvågor
vid provning av ferromagnatiska metaller under och över
Curie-tenparaturen.

Referat Elektromagnetiska ultraljudgivare har utvecklats under ser.are år
för bl.a. oförstörande provning och mätning av metaller vid höga temp-
erturer.Denna tillämpning av elektromagnetiska krafter innebär att inget
kontakt medium behövs för överföring av ultraljudenergi mellan givare och
provet.Vid provning av ferromagnetiska material har det icke varit klart
vilka CIT. krafter det verkligen varit fråga om.En rationell utveckling av
mätutrustning är naturligtvis beroende av en förståelse för funktions-
principerna. Motivering för denna undeisökning är att varmprovninq av
stål är en viktig tillämpning av tekniken»

Uppgiften har varit att klarlägga de viktigaste principerna för EU!
skjuvvågsgivare.Således har man utfört experiment med en skjuvvågsgivare au
av pulseko typ på omagnetiska och magnetiska prov.Ultraljudalstring och
detektering har studerats då en rad parametrar har varierats.Studier av
stål såväl unde som över Curie-temperaturen har utförts.

De experimentella reultaten har relaterats till teoretiska behand-
lingar av givare-prov systemet med mycket tillfredsställande överens-
kommelse.Det visade 3ig nödvändigt att,även om kortfattat, indikera
skilJnaderna i funktionssättet mellan,å ena sidan Efll givare för ekjuv
(dvs.transver3ella) vågor och å andra sidan för longitudinella och yt-
vågor.l/id provning av ferromagnetiska material(under Curie-tempcraturen)
kan dessa två givaretyper vara beroende på helt skilda principer.

De uppnådda resultaten kommer att vara av nytta i den fortsatta till-
ämpningen av Effl givare. i

En allmän tendens för vågdampning att öka vid högra temperaturer, I
snest markant för s kjuvvågor, sätter vissa hinder för ultral judprovnong av
stål ovanför Curie-temperaturon.Provning med Eiii givare,även med skjuu-
vågor är dock möjlig med lämpligt val av frokvans och en givarteknik som
ger högt signal/störnings förhällande.
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ABSTRACT

Interest in the potentialities of electromag-
netic ultrasonic transducers for non-destruc-
tive testing was re-awakened about 1968 and
since then a goodly number of articles have
appeared concerning transducer design, per-
formance and use. The aim of this report is
to fill a gap by describing the relations
between theoretical and actual performance of
shear-wave transducers, used on magnetic and
on non-magnetic specimens: in particular to
trace the phenomena occurring as the tempera-
ture of a magnetic specimen (mild steel) is
raised through the Curie point. At the trans-
mitting transducer generation of ultrasonic
waves is almost exclusively by Lorentz forces
(I x B) applied to the skin of the specimen;
at the receiver transduction is via Faraday
(v x B) induction.

Wave attenuation in mild steel above the
Curie point hampers the use of shear waves,
but does not render them unusable there.

An anomaly in performance with mild steel
speciemns just above the Curie temperature is
discussed, which necessitates a brief conside-
ration of EM longitudinal wave transducers,
where the need to invoke magnetostriction as
a dominant phenomenon is expressed.

(In this report shear and longitudinal waves
are designated T and D respectively.)

S M ! -1 V.lv >! i •,-.:
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1. INTRODUCTION

Applications of electro-magnetic ultrasonic
transducers to non-destructive testing at elevated
temperatures are expected to be concerned mostly
with metals (esp steel) shortly after casting,
rolling or forging. Although the test-specimen
shape will usually be fairly simple, the dimen-
sions will be rather large. The general tendency
for ultrasonic wave attenuation to increase with
temperature is then a threat to hot testing.
However, at some cost in resolution it may be
possible to compensate for this by choosing
lower frequencies than those normally used in
ultrasonic testing of smaller finished-product
specimens at room temperature.

Numerous articles on the principles and practice
of EM ultrasonic transducers are now available
in the literature: for example, see (1 - 6).
However, the amount of information on their use
with ferromagnetic materials is very limited,
and there are only a few brief accounts of
transducer behaviour when the specimen tempera-
ture is taken from one side to the other of the
Curie point.

Thompson (5 and 9) gives a detailed discussion
of the case of an EM transducer for generating
Rayleigh & Lamb waves on ferromagnetic specimens.
His experiments were carried out at room tempe-
rature and the wave amplitudes were measured
using piezo-electric receiving transducers. He
has shown, that the piezo-magnetic properties of
the specimen can make a strong contribution to
the transduction process.

The aforementioned brief descriptions of EM
transducer behaviour in the testing of steel (or
other ferromagnetics) at temperatures above and
below the Curie point have revealed several
interesting phenomena.

The following list covers the main findings:

a) As the cair.ple temperature is increased
from below to above the Curie point
there is a rapid fall in shear wave
(- T-wave) back-wall signal amplitude.
This fall is so marked that Parkinson &
Wilson using 2 MHz waves (7) report a
complete loss of useful T-wave echoes
above the Curia point.
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b) For longitudinal waves (= D-waves) in
carbon steel there is a small temperature
zone around 800°C where a strongly
enhanced signal is received. Increasing
the temperature well above the Curie
point results in a fall in signal, but
much less rapidly than for T-waves.
This and the above behaviour is corro-
borated by Kawashima et al (3) working
with wave frequencies 1.6 - 1.7 MHz,
also by Cole (7B).

c) Several authors have spoken of enhanced
transduction due to oxide scale adhering
to the specimen. Parkinson & Wilson (7)
citing the work of Budenkow & Maskaev
(8), say they have confirmed the existence
of this effect in a simple experiment,
but they do not specify clearly which
wave mode was involved. At any rate, in
shear wave tests the thickness and
adhesion of their oxide scale was such
that they themselves observed no enhance-
ment. Without specifying the wave mode,
Jinggi, et al (1) confirm the oxide
scale effect, also its increase with
higher Fe304 content in the scale. They
also suggest that enhanced signals may
be obtained by artificial application of
such Fe304 scale.

It appears that all these observations can be
explained in terms of three effects, but it has
not always been made clear how much each contri-
butes to the particular experimental results.
These principal effects are:

d) Increased attenuation especially of
T-waves, with rise in specimen tempera-
ture .

e) Magneto-elastic behaviour of ferromagnetic
specimens and also of the oxide scale.

f) Modification of the applied quasi-steady
and ultrasonic pulse magnet fields due

to variations in the material magnetization

2. AREA OF PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS

2 .1 Central aim
In (9) Thompson has presented experimental and
theoretical treatments of EM transduction phenomena
in ferromagnetic specimens at room temperature.
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He has taken the case of the Lamb-Rayleigh wave
transducer because its electromagnetic field
geometry is simpler (wave propagation, applied
quasi-static B field and ultrasonic-frequency
field B are all parallel). For other wave modes
he points out that further work, is necessary.
The present article is a presentation of experi-
mental investigations using a chosen type of
shear wave transducer, which was suitable for
making measurements from room temperature up to
over 1100°C. To show how ferromagnetism affects
the behaviour of this transducer, experiments
have been carried out with rectangular block-
shaped specimens of aluminium (at room tempera-
ture), of carbon steels (from room temperature
up to 1 100°C) and of some stainless steels
(room temperature to 1 000°C).

The use of shear waves is possible at high
temperatures, e.g. above the Curie point for
steel, by choosing low ultrasonic frequencies,
but it is necessary to pay special attention to
the question of minimizing the disturbances (and
noise) relative to the desired signals. In one
respect, the present investigations are rather
limited because the practical bias in their aim
meant that studies which led to clear deterio-
ration in signal/disturbance ratio were not
persued far. Accordingly the region with low
applied quasi-static field B was not studied -
this is the region where one might expect piezo-
magnitic effects to show up more clearly (9).

2 .2 Associated studies

C The results of these invesigations cannot be
properly discussed without reference to the
electromagnetic theory of skin-effect in conduc-
tors. Especially where ferromagnetic materials
are concerned, it is useful to have readily

v available some theoretical results not usually
found in the standard texts. For this reason
three sub-reports have been prepared, each
dealing with various aspects of the electromag-
netic field due to current-carrying conductors
in the neighbourhood of massive specimens of
conducting materials, magnetic and non-magnetic.

These associated reports are:

Report E3-79/9
Electromagnetic induction due to current in flat
circular loop placed parallel to and above the
surface of a semi-infinite conducting medium
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Estimation of skin-currents, fields and forces
with sinusoidal excit ation current in a long
straight wire parallel to the plane surface of a
semi-infinite conducting stab.

Report E3-81/6
Skin-currents with pulsed magnetic fields. Other
Studsvik Reports cited in this work are more
directly concerned with ultrasonics: these are
E3-80/42, EVM-81/11 and EVM-81/14

3. DESCRIPTION OF SHEAR WAVE TRANSDUCER
EQUIPMENT

3 .1 General arrangement

The particular T-wave echo transducer (designated
type DM) used in these experiments consisted of
3 units, a transmitting unit and two symmetrically
placed receiving units. Each unit was essentially
as shown in Figure 1, where it is seen that the
magnet-core is laminated. The active areas of
the transducer, i.e. the areas under the six
magnetic poles are shown in Figure 2. Transmitter
and receiver coils were of race-track form, with
single-layer straight sides just equal to the
length and breadth of a pole. To a first approxi-
mation the transmitter T, generates a shear wave
which is reflected at the back wall of a test
specimen and picked up by the two receiver units
Rl and R2. Polarization is essentially perpendi-
cular to the plane of incidence so mode conversion
is slight. The receiver-coils Rl and R2 are
connected so as to give aiding ultrasonic signals
but opposing emfs due to direct electromagnetic
coupling with the transmitter. The diagram in
Figure 3 shows this arrangement.

3.2 Details of transducer and power supplies

The following list of details covers the design
of the transducer arid auxiliary equipment.

Magnets of 74 laminations, of ̂  mm thick trans-
former steel, with a bobbin of 60 turns, 1 mm,
copper wire on each leg. All six bobbins series-
connected to magnet current power supply, total
bobbin resistance about 1.1 ohm. Each pair of
windings shunted by an RC damper, 2.2 uF in
series with 2.7 Q.

Transmitter coil of 4 parallel, coplanar strands
of insulated copper wire, each 0.4 mm diameter,
wound to give 7 turns. Inductance (free) -2.65 (JH,
resistance 43 mft.

Receiver coils, each with about 40 turns of
0.3 mm diameter insulated copper wirs. Inductance
of free coil ~ 110 (ill, resistance 1.63 Q.
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Each transducer unit equipped with an electro-
magnetic screen to reduce direct EM coupling,
and with a strong frame of stainless steel which
was in contact with the test specimen (when no
extra distance-piece or "lift-off" was present)
and which served to fix the working coil lift-off
to about 2 mm. The gap between coil and magnetic
pole surface was about \ mm max.

A circuit of the normally used power supply for
the electromagnet current IM is shown in Figure 4.
There is an arrangement* for reversing the
transmitter magnet polarity. The unit provides a
high-current pulse which generates in the test-
specimen a strong B field of sufficient duration
to qualify as quasi-static as far as the ultrasonic
pulses are concerned. Figure 4 also gives the
circuit of the main synchronizing unit whose
tasks are to initiate:

the electromagnetic current pulse IM

upon manual start; the "ultrasonic"
current pulse in the transmitter coil
after an interval allowing the B field
to pass a maximum and just start slowly
falling; the sweep of the monitoring
oscilloscope.

An overall view of the sequence of events is
shown in Figure 9 and is commented upon later.

The ultrasonic current pulse-generator for
driving the transmitter coil gives an output
resembling a fairly heavily damped single sine
wave. Its circuit is shown in Figure 5(A) from
which it is seen that a delayed "crowbar" circuit
is used to discharge the main capacitor and so
terminate the current pulse definitely but
smoothly. Normally the main condenser was of
capacitance 1.75 uF and charged to 600 V.

Receiver coils Rl and R2 are connected to the
input of a balanced amplifier, circuit shown in
Figure 6. The equivalent interconnecting circuit
is shown in Figure 7(A), (B) and (C) and the
amplifier gain versus frequency curve in Figure 8.

It has been established that a main cause of
residual disturbances in this "DM" echo transducer
is associated with ultrasonic vibrations excited
in the magnet system by the pulse in the transmitter
coil. Much of these distrubances can be eliminated
(13) by taking two ultrasonic oscillograms, with
reversed transmitter magnet polarity. The difference
between two such oscillograms gives an advantageous
result having:

Function i.s explained later.
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twice the desired ultrasonic signal» a
much reduced disturbance level and a
3dB rise in the ratio of desiied sigr.als
to random noise.

This method, which has been used here, requires
a transient recorder to store the two oscillograms
and a separate unit for writing out the difference
signal. In the present work the oscilicgrams
were stored in a Gould OS 40C0 oscilloscope* and
the difference signal recorded by feeding the
two original signals into an oscilloscope cr
pen-recorder equipped with differential (i.e.

, balanced) input. In this work a separate magnet
' pulse was used for each original oscillogram,

hence the reversing switch in Figure 4 for
reversing the transmitter magnet polarity. This
sequence of operations of obtaining an ultrasonic
oscillogram is shown in the schedule of Figure 9.

3.3 Electromagnet current IM and field B
pi o

The circuit-diagram of Figure 4 shows hew the
quasi-static magnetic field B is produced by
discharging a 20 mF capacitor-bank through the
electromagnet windings. Oscillograms of the
current I and of the local field B are given
in Figure 10. These oscillograms of the normal
flux density were taken by placing a Hall-erfect
probe near the centre of the surface of a pole
of the transmitter magnet. An extra 1 mm trans-
ducer "lift-off" allowed the Hall-effect probe
to be correctly placed between test specimen and
transducer.

I From these oscillograms we deduce that the
winding current reacher a peak of about 120 A in
6 ms, almost independent of the nature of the
test specimen under the transducer. With high
conductivity specimens the field maximum is

(. slightly more delayed. These results are consis-
tent with the dominant influence of the resist-
ance in the windings. Values of the local field
B from these and similar measurements, with
direct instead of pulsed current, are give in
Table I.

In the transduction process iJL is not the local
but the average normal field B over the active
area which determines the efficiency. For this
reason further measurements of B were made by
intergrating the emf in 3 thin, 5-turn coils
placed between poles and specimen (2 for recr 1
for transm).

1 |js sampling time and 8 bits signal
men.ory.
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Table I

Each coil was rectangular and of the same size
as the pole (17 x 35 nun2). The results from
these measurements are also given in Table I.

Peak values of local field B , mean field B and magneti-
sing current I . (Transducer°with 1 mm extra "lift-off".)

Specimen
under
transducer

None, or
non-mag
metal

None

Aluminium

Mild steel,
SIS tvpe:
"1311"

Ditto

Si/Fe trans-
former
laminations
(parallel to
own flux)

Stainless
steol (aus-
tenitic)

Form of
current
dc pulse

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

Current

10
20
28

120

116

10
20
28

125

10
20
28

121

118

B local, measured by Hall-probe

B mean, "- Jedt over area.

Local
field B
(mT) °

36
71
99

380

360

120
250
330

960

105
213
305

1 020

3.6
3.5
3.5

3.2

3.1

12.0
12.5
11.8

7.7

10.5
10.6
10.9

8.4

Mean

(mT)

355

330

893

373

With non-magnetic metal specimens the pulsed and
steady fields are roughly proportional to current.
The "1311" steel is magnetically soft (0.11 % C)
and it gives field values nearly the same as
those obtained with a specimen built of Si/Fe
transformer laminations. (These were stacked
together as in normal use, and they gave an area
about 300 mm x 300 mm square and ~ 33 mm thick,
much larger than the whole transducer area.) In
order to explain this rapid flux build-up in the
massive "1311" steel block specimen it is neces-
sary to assume that the flux from a pole penetrates
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one "skin depth" into the steel and swings round
so as to fan out more or less radially from the
area around the pole. This would still allow a
low reluctance path fo^ the flux and give the
observed high B value withing 6 or 7 ms from
start. To fit this picture we have to assume
that an area equal to ipole-perimeter x skin
depth in steel) can easily take all the flux
from one pole. This condition could well be
satisfied if the effective skin depth were about
6 mm. Setting t = 7 ms and using the expression

6' = 2 jDt/n = 2 Vt/npJ^ö (1)

from Equation 2, Report E3-81/6 for the skin-
depth we find that p must not exceed about 30.
This appears quite possible for mild steel at
these flux densities.

3 .4 Barkhausen noise

Ferromagnetic materials generate Barkhausen
noise during change of magnetization. With a
quasi-static applied field B there will be
contributions to Barkhausen Soise in the receiver
coils from the magnet cores and from the specimen
if this is ferromagnetic. By delaying the initia-
tion of the current pulse 'i.e. "ultrasonic"
pulse) in the transmitter coil till just after
the magret current has reached its maximum, the
Barkhause noise is reduced to a minimum. This is
shown by the oscillograms in Figures 11 and 12
displaying Barkhausen noise (as picked up in the
receiver coils and amplified by the ultrasonic
amplifier) together with the current I in the
electromagnet windings. In this apparatus Bark-
hausen noise is less than the other disturbances
already referred to in Section 3.2. There is a
marked fall in Barkhausen noise as the specimen
temperature rises through the Curie point. This
is most probably due to decrease in Barkhausen
noise from the specimen; but the decrease in the

B field may also contribute.o

3.5 Mechanical and electrical disturbances

During the electromagnet pulse fiere is a tendency
for the whole transducer to "levitate" an non-
magnetic specimens but to "gravitate" on ferro-
magnete ones. This behaviour is consistent with
the theoretical considerations in Reports E3-79/9,
81/1 and 81/6. On the mild steel (STS "1311")
specimen, for example, we have already noted the
appropirate skin depth as about 6 nun and the
M-value as in the range 1 < jj < 30, giving the
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product £>6 > 180 mm. Since the whole magnet core
lies within this distance (cf quantity A in
Report E3-81/6) the mechanical interaction will
result in a net attraction between transducer
and specimen. These mechanical shocks* are far
too slow to cause ultrasonic disturbances. Nor
does the direct EM pick-up in the receiver coils
(from the magnet pulse) give any trouble - the
amplifier characteristic in Figure 8 explains
this.

3.6 Ultrasonic coil pulse

The transmitter coil pulse (termed the ultrasonic
current pulse) is generated by the discharge and
recharge of the main condenser in the circuit
shown in Figure 5(A). With a test specimen under
the transducer, the effective inpedance of the
transmitter coil will vary depending on the
"lift-off" and on the properties u and a of the
specimen, thereby affecting the duration of the
pulse. The presence of the transmitter magnet
also influences the pulse duration: the oscillo-
grams in Figure 5(B) and (C) of the voltage over
the coil (plus lead length) during a pulse illu-
strate this. In the absence of a test specimen,
when the magnets are energized the total duration
of the ultrasonic current pulse is 17.4 us, but
when not energized, it is 20.1 ps. Evidently the
pulse magnetization of the core reduces its
incremental permeability and hence also the coil
inductance. The following Table II gives data on
the pulse lenth (measured as time to the second
zero-crossing of coil-voltage, since this duration
is unaffected by the crowbar) with various
specimens at roon temperature.

Oscillograms taken with only the magnet
pulser or the coil pulser in action
show noise barely exceeding the ampli-
fier noise itself.
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Table II

Effect of various factors on ultrasonic current pulse duration
(Measured as time from start to second zero-crossing of coil
voltage.)

r

With quasi-static
Magnetic field B

zero peak

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Specimen
material

none
none

aluminium
ii

stainless
steel
(non-mag)

mild steel
(SIS 1311)

ir

ir

Transducer
extra
"lift-off"

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

Condenser
charging
voltage

600
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

300
it

Pulse
duration
(MS)

12.2
11.3

8.7
8.5

9.2
8.7

10.9
9.3

11.6
9.8

These purely electromagnetic measurements prompt
the following comments. In the first place they
are consistent with the saturation properties of
ferromganetics in that a strong background
magnetization reduces the incremental permeabi-
lity. For non-magnetic conductors they affirm
the well-known result that the input inductance
to a coil is reduced by the proximity of a
conducting body, the more so as the conductivity
of the body increases. Finally, they illustrate
the mode of behaviour of the "oil input inductance
when the conducting body is also ferromganetic,
and this deserves further comment.

It will be noted that the coil inductance with
the steel specimen is greater than that with any
of the other specimens but less than the value
"in air" i.e. with no specimen. Accordingly, in
the terms used in Report E3-79/19, the coil-to-
specimen spacing b, exceeds the product 0.7 p6 =
0.7 (rel.permj x (skin depth) for the steel,
where 6 is calculated for the dominant frequency*
components in the pulse. A similar conclusion
follows from treatments of the related problem

6 = (2/MMoau»)
»/a.
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of a line-current over a semi-infinite slab, as
in Reports E3-81/1 and E3-81/6. Nevertheless,
the fact that the inductance is observably
greater for steel than for the non-magnetic
stainless steel (of higher resistivity and
greater skin depth) implies that magnetisation
of the steel is contributing measurably to the
effective inductance value, which, as the contours
of the curves on pages 19, 21 and 23 of Report
E3-79/19 demonstrate, implies that b does not
greatly exceed 0.7 |JÖ. According to the cited
reports, the spread of the skin-current distri-
bution will not be much greater for the ferro-
magnetic specimens just because b > u6.

It is of some interest to know the magnitude of
the skin current and the tangential magnetic
field associated with it. Using the relation
i = V/wC we find the coil peak current 670 A,
with V = 600, u) = 5.105 and C = 1.8 pF. Since we
have 7 turns spread over 17 mm the corresponding
skin current is then of the order I = 2.7 x 10s A/m,
with a tangential flux density B = JJ I = 0.35 Tesla.
Hence the peak value of the tangential transient
field B may reach that of the applied quasi-static
field B but will be less for ferromagnetic
steel because the condenser charge was then
reduced to ~ 350 volt; also B is then greater.

3.7 Practical aspects of generation and
detection

Interpretation of the results obtained with the
present shear (= T) wave transducer is facilit-
ated by noting the following additional features:

(a) When excited by a pulse of electrical
power the perfect EM shear wave trans-
mitter will apply forces to the surface-
layer of the specimen, purely parallel
to the surface. In practice there will
also be normal Lorentzian forces due to
components of the quasi-static field B
parallel to the surface. Furthermore
there will be normal Amperian* forces,
even in the absence of B . Some degree
of D-wave generation will therefore be
present.

The special difference technique (13),
with a field reversal, can cancel
ultrasonic wave signals due to Amperian
forces. These waves have twice the ex-
citing current frequency.
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It should also be remembered that a
transmitting transducer which applies
purely tangential stresses to a specimen
surface, thereby generates not only
shear wave3 but longitudinal wave? in
the volume of the material. The relative
amount of each mode varies with direction
of propagation. For example, normal to
the surface a shear wave transducer
emits mainly shear waves, but at oblique
angles the proportion of the longitudinal
component increases. Parallel to the
surface, Rayleigh waves are emitted.

• (b) In concept, the ideal EM receiver will
be sensitive only to vibrations in the
skin layer in a direction parallel to
the surface. In practice, it will also
generate an emf when the vibrations are
surface-normal, since B has surface-
parallel components.

Furthermore, a shear wave receiving
transducer will respond to incident
longitudinal waves because these will
generally give rise to oscillations
having one component parallel to the
surface. As the obliquity of an incident
longitudinal plane wave increases from
zero, the surface-parallel component of
motion also increases from zero.

(c) In practice the coupling between the
surface vibrations and the transducer
electric circuit (i.e. the "coil") is

/ so weak that only the first order power
v conversion is significant i.e. the

electrical circuit produces only insigni-
ficant "loading" of mechanical vibrations
and vice-versa.

(d) In the two halves of the receiver, the
magnet polarity and coil connexions are
such that the initial disturbance (i.e.
direct EM pick-up from the transmitter
coil) tends to be cancelled but the
shear waves constitutiny the echo from
a parallel back wall tend to give
reinforcing signals.

(e) With ferromagnetic specimens, magnetis-
trictive properties can contribute to
both the generation and detection
processes. However, if the applied
field B is strong enough, the magne-
trostrictive strains will already be
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near saturation, so that the additional
field due to coil current at ultrasonic
frequencies will result in only feeble
generation and detection at the trans-
mitter and receiver respectively. We
return later to there»scns why magnetro-
strictive effects are unimportant in
the present studies.

(f) Concerning the proper calculation of
the receiver signal (which Thompson (5)
has carried out for the surface-wave
case), the following points should be
mentioned. If F is the force per unit
volume applied at the generator, then
it is div F which leads to elastic wave
generation. In our case the skin-depths
are small compared with the ultrasonic
wave lengths of the dominant frequency
components in the generation, detection
and signal amplification system. Accord-
ingly the forces can be treated as pure
surface stresses. Thus proper calculation
of the receiver signal requires information
on the distribution of the wave-generating
surface stresses at the transmitter and
of the receiver sensitivity to surface
vibrations, together with data on the
shape, size and material of the test
specimen. It thus involves difficult
calculations of electromagnetic forces
and their distribution as well as
complicated problems in wave reflexion
and diffraction. When the ratio of
wave-length to specimen size is not very
small the reflexion/diffraction problems
with pulsed sources should really be
treated according to the methods described
by Nickerson (10). For simplicity it is
justifiable however, to attempt interpre-
tations of results using ordinary ray
theory. This has been done in a treatment
of the various echo signals within a
rectangular aluminium block as specimen,
using the present transducer (11). The
results appear satisfactory, although
they have not been pressed to yield echo
amplitudes for all modes.

(g) The rigorous calculation of the surface
stresses generated at the transmitter
brings in questions on time-dependent
electromagnetic field distributions
with rather complicated genometry and
difficult materials (magnet cores,
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magnetic test specimens). Whilst the
standard theoretical texts on electro-
magnetism show how the total force on a
body may be calculated, they do not
indicate exactly how the force distri-
bution within a solid, especially if
magnetic, may best be estimated.

Carpenter (14) has given a summary of the various
methods for estimating the total force on a
magnetic body. Despite the warning that all
classical methods agree only on the total force
exerted, not on its distribution, it seems that
when all pulsating electromagnetic interaction
is confined to the skin layer, as in the cases
we have to consider, even the surface distribution
of pulsating force is well-defined. Of the
methods* cited by Carpenter, the simplest for
the present purpose is what he terms the "Combined
surface poles and surface currents" method. The
principle of this method of calculation of
force/area is to set up an imaginary surface,
just outside the specimen surface and apply to
this surface a pole strength and current distri-
bution so that on the specimen side, there is no
field whatever. The local force per unit area is
then obtained by evaluating the force on the
corresponding unit area of the imaginary surface.

In more detail, the imaginary surface is to be
given pole strength p = p H (Tesla) and surface
current H. (A/m) directed itnright-angles to H .
Here H and H. are the outward normal and the
tangential components of the real field at the
imaginary surface.

The result of this equivalence 3 as follows:

Tangential force on unit
area of skin-layer = u H H (2)

Normal force an unit
area of skin-layer p

= ; T < H n - H t > (3)

Suppose that we have a shear-wave transducer
where the (ultrasonic frequency) skin current is
I A/m and the normal applied flux density B in
the air gap between pole and specimen. The
locally applied tangential surface r,cress will
then be

Carpenter's methods No 1 - 3 all give
the same force distribution in our
problem.
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since H. ~ I when the coil "lift-
off" A exceeds u6 (5)

In other words, the stress is the same as obtained
by direct use of the usual Lorentz expresion
F = I x B , even though the specimen may be
ferromagnetic. If the latter holds, one could
say that the total stress on the skin-layer may
be regarded as due to a force on the surface
poles plus_an effective Lorentz contribution
given by II Ai = I H'u where H1 is the steady
field intenity inside the skin layer, normal to
the surface. The boundary condition demands
continuity of normal flux <!ervriKf B , but discon-
tinuity of field intensity from H °outside, to
H1 = UQ/WQ inside the layer.

Using a special arrangement of nagnet and specimen,
an experimental result obtained by Thompson (9)
to the effect that the surface-normal Lorentz
stresses in the EM generation^of surface-waves
is I x [i H| and not I x B' = Iuu H' is worth
noting. Thompsons result rollows directly from
the method based on Equations 2 and 3 above.
There is no^major tangential stress in his case
because H ~ 0. As for the normal stress, from
Equation 3 this will be

~ - r El = - !r <«t + V 2 <5A>
giving_a fundamental frequency component - p H.H =
- Ip H . In other words, the Lorentz force Is

based°on the flux density just outside the
specimen and the flux contribution in the skin
due to its own magnetization is ineffective. In
the above, H. is the applied quasi-static tangen-
tial field intensity and H. the a.c. tangential
field intensity associated with the skin current.
The difference between his arrangement and the
present one may be said to depend on the surface
magnetic pole which is non-existent in his case
but strong in ours.

Accordingly, his Lorentz generation of ultrasonic
waves is weak - in fact it was not until his
ferromagnetic specimens were saturated that he
could detect Lorentz generation above a background
of magnetrostrictive generation.

(h) Regarding the generation and detection
sensitivity to longitudinal (= D) waves
as such, it is apparent from simple
considerations on the form of the B_
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field lines at the specimen surface
that the pure D-wave transduction will
be small: pairs of points exist, with
relatively small separation, where the
B surface-parallel components are
equal and opposite. The net ultrasonic
signal at some point, distant from such
a pair of points will add almost to
zero (se Studsvik Report EVM-81/11).

(i) With ferromagnetic specimens there
should be some relative reduction in
D-wave generation for the very reasons

( given under (g) in discussing surface-
normal stresses on the skin layer. The
more nearly normal entry of the field
lines into a magnetic specimen should
lead to greater mode-purity. However,
at the coil edges there will be surface-
normal alternating fields operating on
the "surface-polarity" to give surface-
normal stresses, with D-wave generation.

(j) Most of the investigations in this
report have been carried out an bar
specimens of square cross-section,
about 125 mm x 125 nun. It was found
possible to reduce the disturbing
Rayleigh surface-wave echo signals to
very low amplitudes by placing the
transducer as shown in Figure 13,
slightly skew to the bar axis: this
spreads these echoes over a wider range
of path lengths, so that the signals
more nearly cancel each other at the

K. receiver.

(k) The presence of D-waves as an impurity
in the mode spectrum of this essentially
shear (= T) wave echo transducer made

I it desirable to acquire experimentally
some information on D-wave propagation
under the same conditions. A D-wave
echo transducer was therefore built
using the same type of electromagnet
system as in the T-wave unit, but with
coils arranged for maximum D-wave
transduction (see Section 5 for results).
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4. RESULTS WITH TRANSDUCER ON MAGNETIC AND
NON-MAGNETIC MATERIALS AT NORMAL AND
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

4.1 General conditions

Test specimens were normally of square-section
bar, of side 123 - 125 mm and length 250 mm (or
more). At normal temperatures the transducer was
given an extra 1 mm "lift-off" by insertion of a
plastic distance-wafer, but at elevated tempera-
tures the echo unit was placed directly or the
sample. At high temperatures, the oxide scale on
carbon steel specimens gives an extra "lift-off".
Temperatures given are furnace temperatures.
Since the furnace door had to remain open whilst
actually making measurements, the true surface
temperature could easily be up to 30°C below
that quoted. However, the time required for an
oscillogram i.e. placing of echo unit on specimen
and firing of two ultrasonic "shots" with reversed
transmitter magnet polarity was less than 20
seconds.

An above-mentioned report E3-80/42 deals with
the various echo signals which are observed or
expected when such a shear-wave transducer is
place on a fault-free specimen of aluminium in
the form of a large (3 dm x 5 dm) rectangular
block of thickness ~ 2 dm. Echo relative ampli-
tudes are discussed qualitatively. Referring to
Figure 13 we may denote the six faces of the
block as:

A = "active" top surface

B = bottom surface

L = left side

R = right side

N = near-side

F = far-s-ide

To anticipate the nature of the results which
can be expected here, we summarize briefly from
the above report:

(a) The dominant echo is, of course, the
back-wall echo, taking the somewhat
oblique path from A to B and back to A.
This echo is denoted TT, indicating
transverse wave propagation on both
legs of the journey.
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(b) Other echoes not involving the sides
could be; DD (the soonest to arrive of
all volume waves),
DT/TD,
DDDD,
DDDT and permutations,
DDTT "-
DTTT "-
TTTT "—
and so on, for echoes making more than
four crossings of the block. Of all
these, the TTTT echo is naturally the
strongest, and the DT/TD echo is the
only other one strong enough to be

f clearly recognized and safely identified,
see Figure 14(A). Had the transmitter
and receiver areas been sufficiently
small the TTTT-echo would have been
about half the amplitude of the TT-echo:
the differing reflexion conditions due
to slight difference in obliquity being
mainly responsible for the shift from a
pure 2:1 ratio. With the actual transducer
active areas, additional departure from
2:1 ratio arises because of the increased
range of path-lenths from transmitter
to receiver. On a thinner specimen this
effect is further accentuated, so that
the TTTT echo could then be even stronger
than the TT.

(c) Echoes involving 3-legged shear wave
paths wi th reflexions from faces L or R
and B cannot arrive before the TT echo
from B. Furthermore echoes from these
faces due to mode-changes will be very

^ weak because the shear waves are polarized
perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

(d) Echoes involvning 3-legged paths all in
/ T-mode and involving reflexions from
^ faces N or F and B cannot arrive before

the TT echo from B.

Of similar 3-legged echoes, but with
mode change, it appears that two of
them (or rather two pairs, allowing for
traversal in both directions) can, in
principle, arrive before the TT back-
face echo. Descriptions of these two
pairs, with calculated data on their
delay relative to the TT echo delay are
given in Table III, in this tabel XV is
the ratio of longitudinal to transverse
wave velocities, which, for a homogeneous
isotropic medium depends only on a,
here Poissons ratio:
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41 = Cd / Ct = 12(l-o)/(l-2o)}** (6)

= ratio of D to T wave phase velocity

When a = 0.25, 41 = >/3 and
with o = 0.33, f = 2

At room temperature a = 0.34 for aluminium, 0.29
for mild steel. At higher temperatures, o increases.

Table III

Calculated delay times of 3-legged echo paths with pro-
pagation modes between specimen surfaces A, B and N or F.

Designation Mode propagation in path Approxamate
of echo between delay time as
type fraction of TT

echo delay

A & B B & N o r F V = J3 H* = 2
N or F & A

TDD

DDT

TDT

T

D

T

D

D

D

D

T

T

0.87

0.77

1.07

C.83

0.71

1.00

The TDT echo has been included for completeness,
although it hardly arrives before the TT-echo.
Only one of the above echoes, namely the TDD
seems to have observable amplitude when it
arrives before the TT-echo, it is just at the
limit of detection in Figure 14(A) and is marked
by the sign f.

(e) Paths with reflexions in faces N, B and
F are theoretically possible but a
cursory examination suggests that those
arriving before the TT echo will have
three or four D-legs and their amplitudes
will be small. Experimentally, they
fall into the class of echoes whose
path-lenths and therefore amplitudes
are very sensitive to the location of
the transducer on the A-face. A slight
shift causes a large change in relative
amplitude, whereas for the DD, DT/TD
and TT echoes, the amplitude is not
sensitive to transducer placing, i.e.
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each of the gamut of paths linking
points on the transmitter and receiver
is unaffected by shift of the transducer.
(The echoes named in Section 4.1 (c)
constitute a middle class; transducer
shift causes only slight change in
amplitude.)

(f) In the experimental work described
later, the test specimen thickness was
124 ± 1 mm, a good deal less than the
210 mm of the aluminium block specimen
studied in Report E3-80/42. With the
same echo transducer size, this means
that the ray obliquity in the new
experiments is greater, implying that
mode-changes upon reflexion will be
enhanced. Also the initial (purely
electromagnetic) disturbance will be
proportionally longer relative to any
given echo path. Altogether, we can
expect greater impurity in the receiver
signals.

Some aspeccs of mode purity are taken up in the
two related reports EVM-81/11 and EVM-81/14.
With ferromagnetic specimens magnetostriction
may be a main source of mode impurity in shear
wave transducers.

4.2 Foci of interest in experimental
observations

We can now specify the particular aspects of the
observed ultrasonic echoes on which attention
will be focused.

(a) The TT echo; its signal amplitude and
relation of this to transduction and
propagation, in non-magnetic and magnetic
specimens

(b) The TTTT echo; its amplitude and propa-
gation

4.3 Oscillograms from aluminium, stainless-
steel and mild steel at room temperature

4^3.1 Introduction

Ultrasonic echo oscillograms have been recorded
by playing-back the signals from a dual-channel
Gould OS 4000 oscilloscope memory into a Tektronix
5700 oscilloscope, with a 7A22 differential-input
amplifier. Suitable filtering was used to round-off
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the result of the D/A transformation, and oscillo-
grams were photographed by Polaroid camera.

Figure 14(B) shows the echoes in a 210 mm thick
aluminium block, i.e. it is a repeat of Figure
14(A) but with camera recording: as expected,
there is no essential difference between these
two results, the extra "lift-off" of the trans-
ducer being 1 mm, in both cases.

To show the influence of various factors, in-
cluding ferromagnetism but excluding temperature,
we have taken ultrasonic oscillograms of three
specimens of different materials but all the
same size and shape. The materials are aluminium,
austentic stainless-steel, and mild steel (SIS
quality 1311). The common form was that of a
rectangular block 124 mm x 124 mm x 250 mm (all
± 1 mm), and the transducer was placed centrally
on the top 124 mm x 250 mm surface, slightly
skew to the long axis of the block (to reduce
spurious-mode signals associated with side and
edge echoes). To show the effect of extra "lift-
off", oscillograms were taken with extra "lift-
off":

0 mm, 1 mm and 2 mm

These studies will now be reported, those at
elevated temperatures will be described later in
Section 4.4.

4L3L2
 TT-echo_amglitude

(a) Results expected from idealized theory

A satisfactory understanding of transduction and
propagation should at least explain how the main
echo, the TT-echo amplitude depends on the
electrical and the specimen material parameters.
In its simplest form the theory of transduction
at the transmatter and receiver assumes only
Lorentz forces on the skin-current generated
over large areas by coils at very small "lift-off",
with uniform applied field B , normal to the
specimen surface. For continuous wave excitation
at a frequency where 6, the skin-depth in the
specimen is much less than the wavelength, and
in the absence of attenuation and reflexion
losses, these simple ideas lead to an idealized
but useful exprt ssion for the signal generated
in the receiver coil. Each elementary area of
the transmitter may be assumed to contribute a
signal emf e to each elementary area of the
receiver, where
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(i = transmitter coil current)B2

2

where z = pc = acoustic impedance of specimen
material

The constant of proportionality in Equation 1
includes a factor (1/r), the reciprocal of
distance of separation of the area elements,
just as in the application of Huyghen's principle
in optics. As r varies, so does the phase of the
signal contribution; the total signal involves a
complex intergration over the transmitter and
receiver areas. The B term in Equation 7 occurs
squared, because the Lorentz forces are propor-
tional to B in the skin-depth at the transmitter;

at the receiver, using the idea of "frozen-in"
magnetic lines of induction, the emf induced by
the vibrating field is also seen to be proportional
to B .o

With the sinusiodal pulse excitation used here
Equation 7 applied to the dominant frequency
F = (uj/2n) in the pulse spectrum, becomes

V B2 VB2UJC
e a 2 = ° ( 8 )

where

C = main condenser capacity (Figure 5.A)

V = charging voltage of main condenser

L = coil circuit inductance

(b) Effect of condenser charging voltage

First, we confirm the variation of e with V, the
condenser charging voltage. Figure 15 shows two
ultrasonic oscillograms with the aluminium
block, (A) with V = 600 and (B) with V = 350,
taken without moving the transducer between
shots. The voltage ratio agrees with the
signal ratio to within 2 %. A similar result
from Figure 16(A) and (B) with the stainless
steel block gives agreement to within 1 %.

(c) Effect of coil circuit parameters

The effect of the wC term in Equation 4 cannot
be directly checked with the present equipment
because of the non-flat amplifier frequency
characteristic, Figure 8.
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Effect of specimen accustic impedance

The effect of acoustic impedance has been studied
experimentally by taking echo oscillograms at
constant amplifier gain on the three specimens,
aluminium, stainless steel and mild steel. Since
the magnetic field also suffers a major change
in the latter case, we confine discussion for
the moment to aluminium and stainless steel. All
the relevant oscillograms are shown in

Figures 17(A), (B) and (C) with 1 mm extra
"lift-off"

Figures 18(A), (B) and (C) with 2 mm extra
"lift-off"

Figures 19(A) and (B) with 0 mm extra "lift-off"

and the amplitudes of the respective TT-echoes
are given in the following Table IV.

Table IV

Specimen
material

Oscillo-
gram

TT-echo sianal
Amplitude
V (pk/p*)

Delay
time p

Extra Coil pulse
"lift- condenser
off" mm Voltage

Aluminium Figure 17.A 3C.75 76
Stainless st "- B 12.5 80
Mild steel "- C 26.4 78

1
II

600
600
350

Aluminium Figure 18.A 26.0
Stainless st ••- B 8.0
Mild steel "- C 16.0

79
80
76

2
II

600
600
350

Aluminium Figure 19.A 41.0
Stainless st "- B 22.8

75
77

0
0

350
600

Variations in the delay times for a given material
in the above table are due mainly to the normal
shifts in the oscilloscope trigger adjustments:
for our present purposes it is accurate enough
to assume that all three materials have the same
T-wave velocity. Accordingly the acoustic impedance
is ust proportional to the density. Keeping to
aluminium and stainless steel we must compare
the TT-wave amplitude ratios with the inverse
density ratios:
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r

Extra "lift-off" Density ratio TT-ampl ratio
nun Aluminium Stainless st

Stainless st Aluminium

1 0.342 0.322

2 " 0.308

0 •' 0.324 (ad-
justed for
V = 600)

The agreement is satisfactory, bearing in mind
that the skin-depth is greater in stainless
steel (resistivity is about 32 times greater,
with 6 in stainless steel being of the order
2 mm). It will be appreciated that an increase
in skin depth has effects similar to those due
to an increased "lift-off", viz

(a) the skin current is more spread out,
according to Reports E3-8 and

(b) the applied field B in the Lorentz
interaction region is weaker.

Table IV shows that an increase of 1 mm in
"lift-off" reduces the TT-signals by about 30 %.
On the other hand, the B field measurements
(Table I) show that the ?ield for stainless
steel is 13 % greater than for aluminium, giving
a 26 % increase in signal. Accounting for all
these effects thus leaves us with reasonable
agreement with the theoretical result that,
other things being equal

receiver signal « - '

(e) Effect of applied magnetic field B

By connecting a 3 fi series resistor in the
electromagnet winding circuit it was possible to
take oscillograms with reduced values of B . The
oscillogram in Figure 20(A) shows the echo
signal in aluminium with the original normally
used field and (B) the result at lower field.
Using the inductor coils already described in
Section 3.3 it was established that the field
was reduced by a factor 2.6. The oscillograms
show the TT-echo reduced by a factor of about 5,
instead of (2.6 ) 2 = 6.76 required by the theory.
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The amplifier linearity has been checked and
found correct to withing 2 % over this 5:1
range. The discrepancy here between the factors
6.75 and 5.0 is partly ascribable to the inaccu-
racy in setting the extra "lift-off" to the same
value for both the ultrasonic and field measure-
ments, and partly to the fact that the inductor
coil cannot measure the flux density actually at
the specimen surface but only a little above it.
The field error we are discussing is only 15 %:
hence it is reasonable to assume that the theore-
tical variation of signal with B is just as in
Equations 7 and 8. °

In a separate experiment, using the stainless
specimen the amplitude of the TT-echo signal was
observed when the transmitter magnetic field or
the receiver magnetic field was reduced by the
same factor. The two amplitudes were equal. In a
similar experiment, but with the ferromagnetic
(1311) mild steel specimen at 20°C, the two
amplitudes were also equal. Hence the effect of
applied field on signal strength is the same at
the transmitter and receiver.

(f) Case of ferromagnetic specimen

Echo oscillograms with aluminium, stainless
steel and mild steel test specimens at room
temperature are displayed in Figure 17(A), (B)
and (C) respectively.

The appropriate acoustic impedances of stainless
and mild steel are practically equal. In the
light of the rules for shear wave generation
given in Section 3.5 (g) through the Lorentz
force shear wave stress we expect the TT-echo
receiver signal Samplitude ratio between mild
steel and stainless steel to be:

B (stainless)

where, at the receiver, we have assumed a "frozen-
in" magnetic field.

From Figure 17(B) and (C) or Table IV we* get:

-, «. • 26.4 x 600 _ , c
Signal amp ratio = 12.4 x 350^

From Table I we get the squared field ratio:

Figure 17(B) taken with V = 600
"- 17(C) "- V = 350
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B o (Fe)

B (stainless)

OQ-i 2

= (fff) = (2.39)2 = 5.7
According to this result the signal has not
increased in proportion to B2. It is believed
that this diserepancy is due experimental errors
and secondary effects. Chief amongst these are:

B.

^ differences in "lift-off" between
B measurement and echo oscillogram
recording.

An extra spread* in the skin currents
at both transmitter and receiver occurs
with ferromagnetics, somewhat reducing
the shear wave generation and receiver
sensitivity on ferromagnetic specimens
(cf Reports E3-81/1 and E3-81/6 and
significance of paramter p6)

The field intensities B and B in the
magnet-core and specimen surface regions
are strong enough to be affected by
non-linearity due to approaching satu-
ration.

Thompson (5 and 9) finds magnetostriction to be
the dominant mechanism for Lamb-wave generation
at B values in the region under 1 Tesla. Although
he does not report corresponding studies of EM
receiver sensitivity the inverse magnetostrictive
processes would presumably dominate in an EM
receiver under the same conditions. However, in
the present experiments it is difficult to see
any influence of magnetrostriction; a mere
comparison of the echo oscillograms for magnetic
and nonmagnetic specimens shows such great
similarities in form, that no completely different
type of interaction can be accomodated. The
following theoretical comments illuminate the
situation as regards magnetostrictive effects in
the present experiments:

Using Cartesian coordinates with the
specimen surface in the XOZ plane, the
Y axis directed into the specimen and
the skin-current at the generator
parallel to the X axis (see attached
figure) the quasi-static field B is
essentially parallel to OY and tne main
oscillatory magnetic field B prallel to
OZ. Thus the main magnetostrictive
strain in the skin is e.

zz

This effect may be regarded as a depar-
ture from "frozen-in" field.
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Furthermore it does not couple with
shear waves propagating along OY and
polarized in the YOZ plane: the shear
wave disturbance it generates at a
distant point consists of two mutually
cancelling contributions. It has also
double the fundamental ultrasonic
frequency. The technique of taking the
difference between two oscillograms
(with a transmitter B polarity change
between) implies that the main magneto-
strictive contributions are anyway
self-cancelling. Magnetostrictive
sensitivity at the receiver should also
be very weak not only because of poor
coupling with shear waves but also
because the specimen surface at the
receiver is a plane of zero a , a
and a stress components. Figure Zi(A)
and (Bj show echo oscillograms of a
mild steel specimen of standard size
(~ 124) x (~ 124) x (250) mm taken at
20°C, with zero extra "lift-off". In
21(A) the electromagnet windings were
energized by about 120 A peak current,
whereas in (B) the winding current was
far less, about 20 A d.c. Apart from
the difference in amplitude the signals
are still rather alike, which speaks
against any transition between dominant
magnetostrictive and Lorentz mechanisms.
In fact the TT-echo amplitude ratio is
about 1:8 for (A) and (B), which is
reasonable for the B ratio associated
with that of 1:6 in the current.

4^3^ TTTT;echo_amglitude

In the thicker (210 mm) aluminium block, Figure
14(A) shows that the ratio

TTTT-echo amplitude _ 6.65 0

TT-echo amplitude ~ 9.2 ~

whereas for the ~ 124 mm thick bar material
oscillograms in Figures 17, 18 and 19 show that
this ratio for all three materials is 0.9 ± 0.05
i.e. uniformly higher. This is to be expected as
a direct result of interference. A simple calcu-
lation from the geometry of transducer and
specimen clarifies this behaviour. Table V shows
the ranges of variation of the extreme path
lengths from transmitter to receiver for these
echoes.
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Table V

Calculated extremal ray paths and ranges.

r

Material
thickness

210

124

210

124

Fath-length,
Max

434.4

271.7

847.3

508.3

Min

421

249.

840.

496.

transit» •* recr

8

5

9

Range

13.4

21.9

6.8

11.4

Echo

TT

TT

TTTT

TTTT

In all these materials the whole 12 |js pulse
occupies a lenqHv not exceeding 38 nun so that a
range of 19 mm implies considerable amplitude
reduction due to interference.

Another deduction from the uniformity in TTTT/TT
echo ratio, is that the wave attenuation at
these frequencies in all three materials, at
least over paths up to 250 mm, is negligible at
room temperature. It should be remembered that
the somewhat oblique reflexions at the specimen
surfaces concern shear waves polarized essentially,
perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

Experimental and theoretical studies of these
echoes are described in Studsvik Reports EVM-81/11
and EVM-81/14. In the present work these echoes
are expected to be apprecable because the ratio
of transducer breadth to specimen thickness
(~ 47/124) is not particularly small. The TD + DT
echo beginning after delay about 57 ps is easily
picked out, for example, in the oscillograms of
Figures 17, 18 and 19. The DD echo is somewhat
obscured by other disturbances.
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4.4 Oscillograms with mild steel below and
above Curie Point

4.4.1 General description of experimental
results

The mild steel specimen used in these measure-
ments at elevated temperatures is the same one
as before, measuring 124 mm thick x 124 mm x
250 mm (steel quality SIS 1311).

Figure 22(A) shows the echo oscillogram at 20°C.
As in the earlier oscillogram Figure 17(C) of a
mild steel specimen at room temperature, an
extra "lift-off" of 1 mm, was used and the main
ultrasonic pulse condenser* charged to 350 V.
Figure 22(B) shows how the two component oscillo-
grams, taken with reversed polarity in the
transmitter magnet, go together to form the
finally resulting oscillogram, using "Diffe-
rence Technique". Concerning repeatability it
may be seen that the result in Figure 22(A)
compares well with an earlier oscillogram taken
under similar conditions, namely that in Figure

Echo oscillograms at elevated temperatures were
taken without extra "lift-off", and with the
main condenser charged to 600 V. Results are
presented in figures as follows:

Oven
temperature

600°C

700°C

800°C

900°C

Result of test
for specimen
magnetism

strongly magnetic
ii _

very weakly magnetic

non-magnetic

Figure Nr

23(A)

23(B)

23(C)

24(A) and
(B)

The test for magnetism was a purely subjective
assessment of the attractive force between the
specimen and a strong permanent magnet momentarily
applied to its surface. At oven temperatures 600
and 700°C the whole specimen is below the Curie
temperature: at 900°C it is above the Curie
temperature and at 800°C there is an outer,
cooler layer just below the Curie point.

Capacitance 1.35 pF.
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Table VI

At these frequencies there is no evidence for
phenomena associated with wave velocity dispersion.

The main features of these results are exhibited
in the following Table VI, and they are then
discussed in terms of the system parameters.

Mild steel specimen: thickness 124 nun

Oven
temp
°C

20

600

700

800

900

Extra
"lift-off"
nun

1

0

0

0

0

Back-wall echo data

Pk Pk Amplitude,
condenser charae

TT

50.4

4«..O

32.0

45.5

5.4

TTTT .

43.5

28.0

20.0

18.0

~ 1.5*

V (Adj. to
600 V)

Ratio

0.86

0.67

0.62

0.39

0.28

main

TTTT
TT

Delay
TTTT-

TT

MS

71

79

83

88

92*

Note: TTTT amplitude data rather uncertain due to varying back-
ground wave disturbances.

4.4^2 Shear wave velocity^

The wave velocity falls monotonically with rise
of temperature. In a small measure this is
responsible for the fall-off in the (TT/TTTT)
amplitude ratio, because the lowering of velocity
reduces the ratio of ultrasonic pulse len^k to
path delay variation. The theoretical ratio-limit
is ~ 0.5.

4.4.3 Wave attenuation

The main cause of the fall in (TT/TTTT) ratio
with rise in temperature is the associated
increase in attenuation above the Curie point.
Similar results but at higher frequencies have
been noted by Papadakis et. al. (16)

Outside range of time scan in Figure 24.
Value read off from another oscillogram.
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As temperature rises through the Curie point the
strength of the quasi-static applied magnetic
field at the transducers will fall rapidly
because the reluctance of the magnetizing circuit
increases suddenly - the applied field then
assumes the same value as for a non-magnetic
specimen. Indeed, if we relate the TT-signal
amplitude with mild steel above the Curie point
(data from Table VI) with that in a similar
non-magnetic stainless steel specimen, at room
temperature (dat:a from Tabel IV, Figure 19(B))
we obtain the ratio

TT signal, hot Fe _ 5.4 _ 0 ?4

"- non-mag steel 22.8

which is very near 0.28, the (TTTT/TT) ratio in
Table VI. Accordingly we can assume a transmission
coefficient of about 0.25 for these shear waves
through 250 mm of mild steel at 900°C.

5. LONGITUDINAL WAVE TRANSDUCTION

It. may have been noted from Table VI that the
TT-signal amplitude at oven temperature 800°C is
somewhat higher* than would be expected, compared
with the general trend. This is the temperature
where, because of the temperature gradients
associated with heat transmission, there can
exist a ferromagnetic layer of material jacketting
the specimen. Parkinson and Wilson, (7A) reported
that an echo transducer for T-waves actually
gave an extremely strong D-wave signal in a
steel specimen just in this temperature region.
Anomalously strong D-wave signals at these
temperatures have been reported by several
others (3 ), (17) and (l8jL The intrusion of this
D-wave phenomenon into experiments with T-wave
transducers prompts us to comment further upon
it, allthough its effect using the present
T-wave transducer is, at most, of secondary
importance.

We have built D-wave EM echo transducers, to
operate intentionally in the Lorentz-force mode,
and using the same sort of magnet system as in
the T-wave echo unit. As a result of the experi-
ments carried out we report briefly the following
conclusions:

The "slight enhancement" at 800"C in
Table VI could also be ascribed to
"lift-off" variation.
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(a) The above anomaly in strength of the
D-wave echo signal is too great to be
ascribed to Lorentz force wave generation
in the transmitter and its counterpart
in the receiver, even allowing for the
possibility of a magnetically saturated
layer (7) near the surface of the
specimen.

It is most likely, as Gitis supposes
(18) that there is a magnetostriction
anomaly around the Curie point whose
presence is difficult to establish in
static measurements of magnetostriction.
The enhanced signal is thus ascribed to
a strong magnetrostriction just around
the Curie point, and may well be related
to the peak in the magnetocaloric
effect there.

(b) The main D-wave generation mechanism*
with ferromagnetics and quasi-steady fields
below 1 Tesla is associated with magneto-
striction in the specimen. At the
receiver ordinary "Faraday" (or v x B)
emf generation may exceed the inverse
magnetostrictive generation.

With specimens of non-magnetic metal
(or well above the Curie point) such
D-wave transducers operate in the
Lorentz-force, Faraday emf mode, with
straightforwardly calculable sensitivity,
as for T-wave transducers.

(c) The attenuation of 150 kHz D-waves
in 3 % Si-steel at 1 000°C in less than
that of T-waves in the same steel at
900°C.

(d) Using the D-wave transducer on the 3%
Si-steel specimen at oven temperature
about 800°C the observed D-wave anomalous
signal enhancement factor was about 10.
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Fig. 1 Principle of electromagnetic shear-tuave transducer

r

I- coil pulse input

R- • -

Fig»3 Echo unit,showing disposition of transmitting 4 (double)
receiving transducers

C
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fiq»2> Jutline diagram of active face of Offl scho transijuc-T,
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ircuit diagram of ultrasonic current pulse generator

HV+ o

C,RP

C 3j1 .75i« Ull» A,£f ! f l W

crow-bar

Fig.5(D) k (C) Voltage over transmitter coil 4 leads.

No test specimen present.

Vertical scale, 200 V per ruled square

(B)ftiagnet not excited (C)lTlagnet pulse at peak

5MS per ruled square 2u.s per ruled square
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R1,R2 receiver coils
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Fig,8 Ultrasonic signal amplifier gain measurement circiut * results.
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Fig, 9 Sequence of events in"double shot" recording technique

"Head" shot

t-ondenser discharge through
cl,magnet windings initiated

winding-current
reaches maximum coil pulse

initiated Loil pulse
finished

All ultrasonic signals
decayed practically to 0

Winding-currant practic-
ally at zero again

Winding-pulse condenser
recharge begins

Winding-pulse condenser
fully charged

Transmitter magnet-minding
switch reversed

"Tail" shot

Repeat, same procedure as above

Transient signal
recording started
(Channel 1)

Transient signal
recording terninated

Transient signal
recording
(Channel 2)

Simultaneous play-back ofaignals
in Ch.1 & Ch.2

Clear for next "Head" 4 "Tail" shot pair J

Difference signal,
Ch.1 - Ch,2 recorded.
Any other desired
signal treatment
performed

TIITIE SCALE (not linear)
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Fig.jO Cscillograir.s of electromagnet winding current I anc

of the quasi-static field 6 produced thereby.

Common scales: I 20 A; time 5 ms per ruled square

Test spocimsns: (A)ncne (6 )alutninium (C) "1311 "steel (0)Si/Fe laminations
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Fig.« i O_cillcgrams cf _lcctrorr,2gnet current pulse I and

simultaneous ultrasonic amplifier output V t givino
bird's eye vieiu of Barkhausen noise i ultrasonic

ccals.
Scales: I =20A, __l\. & time=1ms, all per ruled square.

Zero I
Initiation,

pulse
Initiation,
ultrasonic pulse

if-W/i _L2W €
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Fig.>2oscillograms of electromagnet current pulse I and
simultaneous ultrasonic amplifier output V f giving
bird's eye view of Barkhausen noise & ultrasonic
signal from receiver coils.
Scales: I =2QAt U=1V A time=1ms, all per rulad square.

Zero I

i
^Initiation,
magnet pulse

Initiation,
ultrasonic pulse Ampl

output
signal

V
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r urn-
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men
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Fig.13

(Upp8r) Echo transducer placed symmetrically on top surface A

of bar specimen and ray paths for Rayleigh wave echo

disturbances

v

/\

SI

Rl T.

(Lower) Skeu» placing of transducers tends to smear out Rayleigh

wave echo disturbance

A a specimen top surface
B = " bottom surface
N = " near side
F = " far "
L = " left "
R = " right "
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Fig. 14 Echo oscillogram »ith shear-wave transducer at centrg of
largest face of a 210 x 310 x 510 mm rectangular block
of aluminium. Oscillograms are taken using "Difference
Technique" i.e.the presented oscillogram is the
result of taking the difference betoeen two oscillograas
with reversed B field polarity in the transmitter.

(A) Result fed to strip chart recorcer:lifted from Report E3-SG/42

•i

i ,

*-

i 1

12
G2.S

n:

2!

1
_ i

"1

(B) Taken for present report,using Could OS 4000 and
Tektronix 7603 oscilloscopes

1
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r"ig. IS Amplifier output echo signals with transducer
on 124mmx25Gmm surface of 124mm thick aluminium
block. Dimensional tolerance $ 1mm

extra lift-off 1mm

(A) Amplifier adjusted to give 39 Volt pk/pk output for TT-echo

TD/PT
echo |

TTTT-echo

1 .8 F
coneansar cho rg -c
to 600 Volts

i 5V/ruling

(B) Same amplifier gain as above J

Ratio of condenser Voltages s

Ratio of TT-signal amplitudes =

3SO

1 .8 F
condenser
charged to
350 Volts

39

= 0.5-83

= 0.595
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Fig. 16 Amplifier output echo signals with transducer on
124mmx250mm surface of 124Rm thick austenitic
stainless steel block. Dim. tol. £ 1mm.

extra lift-off 1mm

(A) Amplifier adjusted to give 11.4 Volt pk/pk output for TT-echo

TT-echo -TTTT-echo

1 .c r

condenser c n2 r g•
to 6G0 'Volts

.._ ^ 2V/ruling

(3) .ami' amplifier gain as above

1.8 F
condansor
"harged to
350 Volts

^1v/ruling

Ratio of TT-signal amplitudes =

Ratio of condenser Voltages

6-7
II.
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A

B

Fig. 17 Echo oscillograms.
F.xtra l i f t -of f 1mm.
In A & B U=600,in C V = 350
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Tig 18 Echo oscillograms.
Extra lift-off 2mm.
In A 4 8 l/=6C0,in C V=35Q
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Fig. 19 Echo osciliograms.
Mo extra l i f t - o f f .
In A U=350, in B V=600
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Fig. 20 Echo oscillograms in Aluminium

(A)Applied magnetic field of normal strength

(B)Applied magnetic field reduced by

factor 2.6

Condenser charge 600V in both cases

(A)

r lr\o

J20
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Fig. 21 Echo oscillograms on mild steel specimen

126mmx 124mmx 250mm at 20°C.
N.B. - Mo cxhrA '|;-ft-off-

(A) Magnetizing current 12G A peak pulsa

Condenser charge 300 \l

(B) magnetizing current 20 d.c.

Condenser charge 600 V

T •_: c -- J .11 J r1 cr r.tTiira'.ic1 5 n r: ds c;;" i~n " r"

i: raves over iic's rangf? o p applied r i e l " 5

ecKo-»

r Jr V *X > " I — * V J t< ,fV"*> >J»*« "S*

10V
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Fig. 22 Echo oscillograms of mild steel specimen 124mm x 250mm x 124mm

thick at 2Q°C.

1mm extra"lift-off" and main condenser charged to 350V

(A) Echo oscillograoi
tsif ; r jit!"1 n Q r TI 2 1

f e cnn i c . u s "

4v/f«.

T

Cot IP r l -
houj the component
oscillograms go to form
the finally resulting
oscillogram

1
T
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Fig. 23 Echo oscillograras in mildsteel at elevated temperatures V- o O O

(po <a,xfra ""Jif f-o-ff

(A) temperature

600°C

(B) temperature

700°C

IOV

(C) temperature

800°C
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Fig. 24 OscillogratRS of echoes in mild steel block

124mm x 124mo x 250rca at oven temperature 9CO°C

condenssr charged to 600V: no extra "lift-off

(A ) t c n o o s c i 11 o c r 2 ni
ta^on i / i t h normal us-
of " D i f f . T e c h n i q u e "

I
Q

c
tJ» .n ̂ 0 - r.c

oscillograms
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APPENDIX

Excitation of D-waves without magnetostriction

As shown previously, equation 5(A) leads to a
normal stress on the specimen over the area
covered by the coil. It has the nature of a
Lorentz force and its maanitude is given by

I|JQHt 5(B)

On page 17 it was stated that the quasi-steady
flux contribution due to the skin magnetization
was ineffective; and so it is for the above-iden-
tified stress. However, the coil disposition in a
D-wave transmitter is such that its magnetomotive
force (MT'IF) adds to that of the magnet windings:
at the same time the skin current yields an
almost equal and opposite MMF. (Here we are
considering line integrals of H along a path
through the electromagnet core of the type shown
in Figure 1, across both air gaps and through
the specimen either just above or just below the
skin. Accordingly there will be another normal
stress on the specimen, acting in this case
under the electromagnet poles, where the a.c.
flux in the skin leaves the skin to flow roughly
parallel with the main quasi-steady field in the
air gaps. An estimate of the total surface-normal
force F2 associated with this stress gives the
result

F2/F, = uö/2 5(C)

Where

Fx = total sirface-normal force due to the
stress of Equation 5(B)

(j = specimen relative permeability

6 = skin depth in specimen at ultrasonic
frequency

£ = pole-pole separation of electromagnet

Thus in most practical c^ses F2 << Fj since
usually u6 << 3. and the stress we have been
discussing is then of minor importance. Special
cases with ferromagnetic specimens may however
occur where the above inequality is not satisfied.

There is a corresponding emf generation in a
receiver, it may be regarded as arising from
modulation of the magnetic circuit reluctance as
the specimen-pole air gap varies when D-waveSare
incident at the receiver.


